Art History – Italian Renaissance
A Guide to library resources

STL Homepage: lib.newpaltz.edu

- Links to the STL Catalog
- Links to the SUNY Union Catalog and World Cat Database
- Links to “Select an Area to Research” pages (resource guide & links for Art History)
- Links to the Webfeat (Search resource categories for Art History)
- Links to Databases (Online indexes to published articles in journals, magazines, and newspapers)
- Links to ILLiad (Online Interlibrary Loan Request Form)

Reference Books

Reference Books are located on the top floor of the library in the Reference Stacks. They are for use in the library, and do not checkout.

Encyclopedias

- Atlas of World Art. REF G1046 E1 O9
- The Design Encyclopedia. REF NK1370 .B93 2004
- Dictionary of art (Grove’s). 36 vols. REF N31 D5 1996 (Also available online)
- Encyclopedia of comparative iconography: themes depicted in works of art. REF N7560 E53 1998
- Encyclopedia of the Renaissance REF CB361 .E52 1999
- Encyclopedia of sculpture. 3 vols. REF NB198 .E53 2004
- Guide to the literature of art history 2. REF N380 .A752 2005

Art Lexicons & Dictionaries

- Artwords: a glossary of contemporary art theory. REF N71 P32 1997
- The Language of art from A to Z. REF N33 L346 1997
- Thames and Hudson dictionary of art terms. REF N33 L75 2004
STL Catalog

The STL Catalog lists books & periodicals owned by STL.

Other Library Catalogs

- SUNY Union Catalog – lists books throughout SUNY Libraries (under Library Collections heading)
- World Cat (listed under Databases): a catalog of books, web resources, and other materials located in libraries worldwide

Databases

- Art Abstracts: indexes over 400 leading art publications from 1984 to the present.
- Artstor: a digital repository of hundreds of thousands of digital arts-related images.
- Bibliography of the History of Art (BHA): indexes art publications worldwide from 1973 to the present.
- Proquest: indexes a wide variety of newspapers, magazines and journals. Useful for locating current exhibition reviews.
- JSTOR Art History Collection

Database Tools

- Find it: links from database citation to full-text, when available
- Serials Solutions: lists availability of full-text journals within STL licensed databases